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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
U~til recently the study of solids was limited to perfect solids 
which were assumed to have pure chemical comp<?sition and ideal perio­
dic structure with certain symmetry properties. More realistic models 
are now receiving iroreased attention. One such problem which is being 
examined theoretically and experimentally is that of the dynamics of a 
crystal with defects. in particular, because of the discovery of the 
W ' 
Mossbauer effect, attention has been foc,used on the dynamics of crystals 
with substitutional impurities. Although the investigations in this field 
were initiated by Lifshitz (1) in the years 1942-43, they went unnoticed by 
the subsequent workers in the field for many years. Earlier calculations 
which took into account only isotopiC impurities (8) are now being refined 
to include the changes in the force constants associated with the impurity 
atom. New mathematical techniques are available and more results on 
the lattice dynamical defect problem are being obtained. Various review 
articles published on the subject have considered the historical back­
ground and discussed different techniques 1n great depth (2-7). 
The theoretical and experimental study of the dynamics of a 
crystal with imp~rities has two primary goals. One is the study of new 
effects, e.g. localized modes and resonance modes.- The second is the 
use of impurity atoms as probes for studying the dynam'ical properties 
of the essentially perfect host crystal. The latter work includes 
Mossbauer studies' of samples with impurities. The mathematical 
2 
difficulties involved in the analysis beyond a c~rtain stage of simpli­
fic~tion' ~equire introduction of more assumptions or the use of numerical 
methods. 
Most of the work in this field has been limited to the systems of 
cubic symmetry I which is relatively easy to deal with (8 - 14). The 
associated group theoretical analysis, is available in the literature (IS). 
The present work examines the problem of the dynamics of a hexagonal 
close packed (HCP) crystal with a single substitutional defect. It is 
assumed that the introduction of the impurity does not distort the crystal 
structure. The calculation which is performed in' the classical case 
assumes ne9,rest neighbour interactions under the harmonic approxi­
mation~ The effects of the mass change and the force constant change 
due to the introduction of the impurity are taken into account. 
Chapte'r II deals with the general theory of the problem and 
discusses the use of the lattice Green's functions. The assumption 
of nearest neighbour interactions al~ows the reduction ,of the problem 
to a 39 x 39 matrix equation by using the matrix partitioning method {9}. 
Dynamical quan~lties such as the density of states -v(co) at the frequency 
wand the defect' amplitude of vibration I X:co,,J'J} as ,B function of normal 
mode frequencies are introduced in this chapter. 
Chapter III discusses the application of group theoretical tech­
niques to the problem and the determination of the normal modes of the 
impurity cluster. Since the decomposition series for the total represen­
. ' 
tation of an HCP impurity cluster and the basis vectors for the various 
irreducible representations are not available in the literature I a separate 
calculation was performed. The r:esulfs appear in Chapter III and the 
3 

details ,are in Appendix IV. 
The equation s of motion ,of the imperfect crystal in the matrix 
form have been block diagonalized in Chapter IV'. It is important to 
note that the calculations through Chapter IV are' performed by assuming 
very gener?lized force constant changes which can have noncentral as 
well as' central contributions. A numerical calculation by the substitu­
tion of a large number of values for th~ Green's functions seems possi­
ble. 
In ,order to obtain the expressions for the dynamical quantities 
in a closed analytical form, additional simplifications are necessary. 
To illustrate this, in Chapter V we make the central force approximation. 
Due to the lack of equivalence of the x, y, and z axes in an HCP 
structure, the problem of the defect motion splits into two parts. One 
part expresses the solutions along the main symmetry axis and the 
other part corresponqs to the axes perpendicular to it.' 
In order to maintain the continuity of the main text, much of the 
mathematical details are relegated to appendices. 
The last appendix includes the periodic table of elements which 
indicates elemental crystals with the hexagonal structure. 
, ' 
- -
CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
In this chapter we discuss the general method used for examining 
the problem of the' dynamics of a crystal with a substitutional defect. 
After ,considering the equations of motion for a perfect crystal and for the 
same crystal with a substitutional impurity, we discuss the use of the 
Green's funqtion techniques and the matrix partitioning method. A brief 
discussion on the transformation pro,perties of the Green's function and 
the force constant is included. The nature of the modes of vibration of 
the imperfect crystal is considered qualitatively in the last section. 
I. THE DYNAMICS OF A PERFECT CRYSTAL 
Consider an arbitrary host crystal with N unit cells having r atoms 
per unit cell. The position of the 1th unit cell relative to an origin loca­
ted at some atom is given by: 
X (1) ? 11 a1 + 12 a2 + 13a3 ' (2.1.1) 
where aI' a 2', and a 3 are the three primitive transl~tion vectors of the 
crystal; and II' .12 and 13 ~re integers which will be collectively repre­
sented by 1. The positi~n of the --ih atom in the Ith ,uI)it cell is given by 
X(l1(.)~ =X(I) + X('1c.), "" = 0 ,1, ••• , r-l, 
where X (-1(.) 1s the posi~ion of the ~h atom with respect to the zeroth 
atom in a unit cell. We shall denote the displacement of the 1~th atom . 
at time t from its equilibrium position by U (l1<.;t) and the conjugate 
5 
momentum by P (1'1<. ;t). The displacements are assumed to be periodic 
with the periodicity of the' crystal: 
u(l~ ;t) :::: U ( (l + 1)'k ;t) • (2. 1.3) 
The potential energy of the host crystal can be expanded in 
Taylor's series in terms of the displacements of the atoms from their 
equilibrium positions: 
+Higher order terms, (2. 1.4) 
Where ,{" r, -( represent the Cartesian axes x, y-, ?r z; the superscript 
zero indicates ,that the quantity refers to a perfect crystal and the sub­
script zero indicates tliat the quantity is evaluateq with all the atoms at 
their equilibrium positions. The coefficients c£o (l'1C.) and;h 0 (1 x ;l'"k' ) 
f( TI(f' 
are defined, as: 
(2.1.5) 
(2.1.6) 
Since the ch~ice of CP: in Eq. (2.1.4) is arbitrary, it can be taken to 
be zero) 1>:, vanishes for all l1( because the potential energy p. is 
. minimum when all the atoms are at their respective equilibrium positions. 
By retaining only ~o and neglecting all the higher order tenns, we 
~~ , 
write the hamiltonian of the host crystal in the harmonic approximation as 
H :::: ~ '\ M u:- (l~;t) + -L ~ /ho (l~;1'1C' ) u.... (11<) u~ (l~1 ) 
, 2 L t. 2 L-- '-;t'«1' . , -, r 
l1<Ol ~'f(G(. (2 1 7) 
, , L'-Kr~ • .• 
The coefficients q,;~ are called the second order force constants. It 
is well known that neglecting the higher order terms in Eq.(2. 1.4) is 
equivalent to neglecting the phonon-phonon interactions which lead to 
<'. 
6 
a renormalization and damping of the phonon fr equency spectrum obtained 
th 
in the harmonic approximation. The equation of motion of the 11<. atom 
of the perfect crystal follows immediately: 
Mu~ (1-K ;t) = - L ~:n. (1", ;{l'k" t) u (1' 'k,' ). (2.1.8)a 
."'K.. . J.'''K''' J'"' r· 
We assume 'a harmonic time dependence for the displacement co-ordi­
nates: 
ti.e. (11t ;t) =u'" (1'f() exp (i w t) • (2.1.9) 
This solution implies that all the atoms are vibrating with the same 
frequency ,fA) which is called a normal mode frequency. Such solutions 
are called normal mode solution's. Any arbitrary vibration in the crystal 
is a superposition of the normal modes" Now Eq. (2.1.8) reduces to 
the equation of motion for the time independent amplitude u-< (l~ ): 
I [M'kW 2 £U/ ~"'.t aol" - P.:'~ (11< ;1' , ...' ) ] u ~ (1''\<' ) = 0 
'('1<t~ (2.1.10) 
We can write this equation more compactly in a matrix form: 
Lu = 0, (2.1.11) 
where L 1's a 3Nr x 3Nr matrix with the rows and the columns labelled by 
the triple inde~ {1"1< c:( } The expression in the braces in 
/ ,
Eq. (2.1.10) is the (l '1( c:( ; 1-1<- ~ ) element of the matrix L. The 
matrix u is a column vector whose elements are the displacement ampli­
tudes {u II(. (11<. )j. Eq. (2.1.11) has 3Nr solutions which correspond 
to 3Nr normal mode frequencies. All the normal mode frequencies need 
not be distinct. The degeneracies of the normal mode frequencies need 
a separate con sideration. 
Equation (2. 1.8) represents a set of 3Nr equations and for a crystal, 
N is infinitely· large. ';I'his problem of solving infinite numbers of 
7 

simultaneous equations can be simplified by using the periodicity of ,. 

the crystal. The invariance of the potential energy of a crystal under 

a crystal trans1a17ion operation lends to the res~lt:* 

If.we'choose qS a solution to Eq. (2.1.8) a function of the fo~m 
,1/2 ­
uo<.(l1<;t) = M,1c.. ul«1c.) exp[ -iCA>t+ i k.x (l)] , (2.1.13) 
whe:r:e kis the wave vector and u~ (~) is independent of 1, and substitute 
. this expression into Eq. (2.1.8) we find that: 
w'" u-<. ('X) = L -:0.':1" ( 1<1<' \ k) L.lfb (1<') J (2.1.14) 

"'1<. ta a ­w~ere the elements of th~ matrix D (k), called the Fourier transformed 

dynamical matrix are given by 
We have written the left hand side of Eq. (2.1.15) independent of 1 and I' 
because as shown in Eq. (2 .1.12), ;h (11C.!~1\ does not depend on 1 and I'
"r«p , J 
separately. , 
Thus the problem of the perfect crystal is reduced to a set of 3r 
linear homogeneous equations in 3r unknowns, tu-.. (~1C) J. The condition 
that equations (2.1.14) have' a nontrivial solution is ,that the determinant 
of the coefficients vanish: 
(2.1.16) 

For ea~h r there are 3r soiutions' CJ ~(k) where j = I, 2, ---3r. 
J 
*Some important properties of the force constants are discussed in 
the third section of this chapter. 
8 
This shows that the relation 
(2. 1.17) 

which is known as the dispersion relation has 3r.-branches labelled by 
3r values of j. 
Before concluding this section we introduce the Green's function 
matrix for a perfect crystal: 
Q /
G r:~ (1 '1( ;11<-' 2 I W ) = 
(2.1.18) 
where W ( "-1<:."' rj) is the polarization vector of the 1<th atom 
participating in the normal mode characterized by the wave vector I 
and the phonon branch index j. The allowed k values are determined 
by the boundary conditions and the sum is taken over the first Brillouin 
zone. The Green's function satisfies the same boundary conditions as 
{ U rJ. (1 "k ) f _. 
0 ( , I 2) b"The de f inition of G« (3 11<. I 1'1<. - I tV can, e wntten as 
[ L"r(I11<1:l 2 'k 2: ,,}) G 
l-;a.1(L,~ , 
= ~1<1 1::3 • . (2. 1.19) 
substituting the expression for Lo( F' from Eq. (2. 1. 10) and rearranging I 
we obtain a summation relation for the elements of the Green l s function 
matrix: 
9 
(2. 1.20) 
II. 	 THE DYNAMICS OF A CRYSTAL WITH 
A SUBSTI'l'UTIONAL DEFECT 
If ,one of the atoms in the host crystal considered in the first 
section 1s'replaced by an impurity atom, we can rewrite the Eqs. (2.1.4) 
to (2.1.11) for this perturbed crystal by dropping out the superscript 
zero. The equations of motion of the time independent amplitudes of 
the atoms of the perturbed crystal can be written in the form: 
1_ 	[Ml1c w 2 ~ll' 5"1<1" b.cp -t~(l'I<ll'1</)J Up (I'fC' ) 
11'1('[2>, ' 
:= 0, 	 , (2.2.1) 
where Ml"'k is the mass of the atom at the site (11<..) and cP«~ are 
the atomic force constants for the perturbed crystal. 'We can write 
Eq. (2.2.1) in a more compact form: 
(L - b L) U := 0, (2.2.2) 
where ~ L describes the effects of the presence of the impurity on the\ 
crystal. The elements of the matrix bLare: 
$ L~~ (I 1< ;1'1<" W 2) ='[eJ 2(M1< - M11<.) &' H' b ' £,,~u 
+ [cp (l'k ;(1<') ....... cpo. (l1{ ;(.p:')] , 

~ (} 	 a(~ 
=[E M", tv 2 6 , S1<1<' $"fl>J [ ).,(~ (11<. ~;l'1<' ) cp:~ (I fd1<' J 
11 
(2.2.3) 
10 
We liave>introduced the mass change parameter E and the force constant 
change 'paramete~ A-r which are defined as: 
c- = [ M 1<. - Ml f(1 / M't< (2.2.4) 
A" ~ (11< ;1'1<') = 1 - [ CPo( ~ (11<.;(1<' ) / <Po(~ (11<.;1~/)J · 
(2.2.5) 
Th,e:' condition for soivability for the system of equations given by 
Eq. (2.2.2) is 
I L - .~ LI = 0, (2. 2.6) 
the solutions of which are the normal mode frequencies iw s ~ of the 
perturbed crystal. The determinant in Eq. (2.2.6) has infinite dimen­
sionality for very large N. For reducing the problem to a reasonable 
size one assumes nearest neighbour interactions. According to this 
assumption, the presence of an impurity is felt only by its nearest 
neighbours., In this approximation 
~ L~f' (I"" ;11<\ ; ( 2) -I 0 if 1'K refers to the impurity and its 
nearest neighbours, 
I(11( ;11<.' ; w 2) -I 0 when one of the site s (11<. ) and (1'1<" 
refers to the defect and the other 
. . 
refers to a neare st neighbour, 
c.(
2) = 0 otherwise. 

For a crystal with coordination number z I the number o'f nonzero elements 

will be (3z + 1). 

By usIng the definition of the pure crystal Green's function given 
in Eq. (2.1.18) we rewrite Eq. (2.2.2) asI 
(I - GO 6" L) U = o. (2.2. 7) 
This is a 3Nr dimensional equation. We use the matrix partitioning 
11 
method int·roduced by Lehmann and De Warnes' (9) • Under the as sumption 
\ 
of neare st neighbour interactions, by suitable labelling of the rows and 
the columns , ~ L can be written in the partitioned form: 
bL =.= 
(2.2.8) 

where ~l- is a 3(z + 1) x 3(z + 1) submatrix whose rows and columns 
are lqbelled by the indices (l1<c:<.) ~nd :.:(1'1<.'(3 ) of.the impurity site 
and its nearest neighbours. The subspace spanned by the nonzero part 
of OL will be called Uthe subspace of 5:1/' in the discussion which 
follows~ Similarly we' can partition the matrices GO and U as: 
o 
g I Gl2 
----+---­
010 
U= [- -:: -J 
.G 21 I G 22 (2.2.9) 
where g and u are in the subspace of bl. The column vector u1 . 2 
includes the displacements of the atoms in the cluster formed by the 
, . 
impurity atom and its nearest neighbours. This will be referred to as 
the impurity cluster. The substitution of Eqs. (2.2.8) 'and (2.2.9) in 
Eq. (2 .. 2. 7) gives: 
= ~,bl u l (2.2.10)u l 
u2 = G~ 1 b1 ul (2.2. 11) 
Eq. (2.2.10) describes the motion of the impurity cluster and Eq. (2.2.11) 
describes the motion of the rest of the crystal. The condition for 
Eq. (2.2. 10) to have nontrivial solutions' is: 
2f:1 (W ) = 1I - g cS i} = O. (2.2. 12) 
j 
.--------------------------------------------------~------------------------------
12 

The solutions of this equation give the normal mode frequencies of the 
impurity cluster. It can be shown that these are the only normal modes 
which are perturbed by the introduction of the impurity (17). The study 
of the dyn'amics of the perturbed crystal mainly concerns the perturbed 
modes. Hence in the remaining part of this work we shall be interested 
in Eq. (2. 2. 12) • 
Before concluding this section we introduce some dynamical quan- I' 
tiUes. 
We define the frequency distribution function ' ~(G.)) by the rela­
tion (IS:) • 
)J(w) dw = lim ~(w) dc.o , (2.2.13) 
: N~oO N 
where ft (cu) dcv is the number of mode s in the interval ( l.(), w + duJ) . 
The frequency distribution function is sometimes called the density of 
states function and fulfils the normalization condition 
I/!OJ(ll» dw = 3r.. (2.2.14) 
o ' 
The concept of th~ frequency spectrum N(w 2) is sometimes very 
useful.* It is defined in such a way that N(cu 2) d w2 is the fraction 
of the normai modes whose squared frequencies lie in the interval 
(cv 2, cJ+ d w 2 ) in the limit as do.J 2 tends to zero (4). The spectrum 
N( W 2) is related to the distribution function 'Y (w ) by the relation 
(2.2.15) 
*fhe standard notation for the density of states fun'ction and the 
frequency spectrum is g(u.» and G(w 2) respectively. We have used 
the notation »(w) and N{ (..02) to avoid confusion between'these 
functions and the Green's functions.; 
13 

The 'frequency spectrum can be expressed as 
(2.2.16) 
where the summation is taken over all the normal' mode frequencies. 
It can be shown that the change in the frequency spectrum due to the 
introduction of an impurity atom is given by: 
2 202N{ W ) = N( w ) - N (w ) 
= (1/3 Nr7t) Im_d_ rin 4( w2'~ iO),] (2.2.17a) 
2d w
where i:l «(2) is defined i~ Eq. (2.2.12) and W lies in the frequen­
cies accessible to the normal modes of th~ perfect crystal. The frequen­
cy spectrlfm of the perturbed crystal has a ,b -function character when 
localized modes are present. The change in the frequency spectrum in 
this case is given by 
(2.2.17b) 
where the prime on the sum means that the sum extends over the locali­
zed modes only I degenerate mode~ being counted as many times as they 
, occur I and W is the frequency of the band edge into which the 10ca­
. , Ls 
lized modes return as the perturbation due to the impurity atom tends to 
zero. 
From the definition of the Green's function for the perfect lattice 
given in Eq:(2.1.1S)we obtain 
GO (0.0. ;.,2) = 1 ~ 0«1(. ", vv -'L (2.2.1S)NM kj w 2 _ w.2 (k) 
J 
~------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
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For cU,bic systems for whfch the three co-ordinate axes are equivalent, 
after summation over ~ , above equation reduce s to 
21m G~ (0;0; c.h = ~ NO( w ). (2.2.19) 
In case of an He P crystal we can not write such a relation since the 
co-ordinate axes are not equivalent. 
The Green f s function matrix for the perturbed crystal can be 
written as 
G = (L' - ~ L) -1 
= (I ,- GO <5. L) -1 GO, • (2.2.20) 
~he Green- s function for the perturbed crystal is r~lated to the ampli~ude 
of vibration 1x: (0; w 2) I of the defect' atom vibrating in the per­
turbed mode to in the direction " through the relation (13,22): 
from which we obtain 
= 
3 MN 1m g ~" (0;0; w 2) (2 • 2 • 2 2) 
2The mean square displacement Z. u (0) > of the defect whichcp(., 
is very important in Mossbauer studies is related to J X~(o; 4) 2) { • 
It can be shown that (22) : 
t:1O 
<u!(o) .= 3 t~N f dc.Jcoth( -!.. 1; ~ W) I')£.. .2(0; W 2)/ 1m go(o<. (o;o;u}? 
o (2.2.23) 
The matrices on the right hand side of Eq. (2. ~.20) can be obtained 
in terms of the linearly independent elements of GO and 0 L. The 
inverse of the matrix (1 - GO b L) 'can be obtained afte~ making the 
. 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l 
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nearest neighbour approximation and subsequent block diagonalization 
of the submatrix (1 - g 01). The results of the calculations which 
we have presented in the following chapters can be used in Eqs. (2.2.22) 
and (2. ~ .23) • 
III. TRANSF?RMATION PROPERTIES OF 4' I ~L, AND G 
The matrices ~ <5 Land G are not explicitly known. TheI 
properties of these matrices which are useful in redu.cing the number of 
independent matrix elements are summarized in this section (4). 
The atomic force constants are symmetric in their arguments: 
(2.3.1) 

The invariance of the force on an atom against a rigid body translation 
of the crystal leads to the condition: 
= o. 
(2.3.2) 
The invariance of potential energy against an infinitesimal rigid body 
rotation of the crystal results, in the condition: 
10' }L p~ I?> ,(11<- ;1'1<' X",(l~1<" ') }.''fe' 
= Lfcp~"1 (l'l<.;1'1<' ) Xp (l'fe')}. (2.3.3) 
1"1';( 
The three co'nditions in Eqs. (2.3.1) to (2.3.3) do not depend on the 
periodicity of the lattice. They are the basic property of a system of 
particles with the' potential ener9Y expressible as a quadratic function 
of the displacements of the particles from the equilibrium positions. 
Hence they are 'also valid for a crystal with a point defect. 
16 
_ .... _ <W _ 
'. 
For a perfect crystal in which the atomic displacements satisfy the 
periodic boundary conditions, the invariance of the crystal under a rigid 
. . 
body displacement through <?ne of its translation vector requires that 
~.~ (111:;1' .... 'J should depend on the difference between 1 and 1': 
p. (J-tf.". 1 '..rt:') -= <f> 4 « 1.. )" ') ~; 01<') = <po ( 01C; (L!.J)1C'). 
~(' ..c:p ~p (2.3.4) 
The most important property of the force constants 
is the way in which the'y transform under an operation of the space 
group of the crystal. The most general transformation is denoted by 
the symbol (s1t ), where S is the 3 x 3 matrix representation, of a real 
orthogonal tran~rmation a proper or 1m.proper rotation, while t is aI 
vector t~oug~ which the crystal is translated. When t is a crystal 
translation vector, the group of operations is called It symmorphic" • 
When t is a fraction of a crystal translation vector, the group is called 
IInonsymmorph~c" • The fractional translations are associated with 
screw axes or glide plan~s.. ' If a space group operation (st t ) takes. 
tbe atom at the site (1'1<) to an equivalent site (L1<) I we can express 
the operation as: 
X(L'K) = (S lt) X (l-1() ~ S X (l ~) + t. (2.3.5) 
.' 
In the following discussion we shall adopt ,the convention that 
the small letter (1-1\) will denote the initial pOSition of the atom and 
the capital letters (L1< ) will represent the final position of the same 
atom after the symmetry operation under consideration. Equation (2. 3.5) 
can be written in the component form: 
xI( (L1< ) ~ L. St( X (l~) +t (2.3. 6) p P II 
The invariance of the potential energy of a perfect crystal under the 
17 
space group operation (sj "t) yields the law of transformation for the 
atomic force constants: 
~o (11 '"'K.l ;12 'Kz) = L 80(" 8", a .I' (11 "k..l ;121(2) , (2.3. 7a) 
':r e(, 1(... tal 1'.10- 'C""I ;a. r2,..'f~'J.,. 
which can, be written in a matrix form 
o • Tq, (L11{1;L2'K2) =8~{Iff(l;l2'K2) 8 , (2.3.7b) 
where all th~ matrices are 3 x 3 and 8T is the transp~se of S. We note 
that apart from a possible interchange of sub1attices the force constants 
transform as the components of a second rank tensor. 
For a crystal with a single substitutional impurity, the functional 
form of the atomic interactions remains the same as that for the atoms 
in the perfect crystal. Hence the functional forms of the total potential 
energy th and the atomic force constants ~ in the pert urbed case y 	 II(.~ 
are the same' as those for the perfect crystal. The only difference we 
have to note while dealing with the perturbed crystal is the loss of the 
translational symmetry. In this case we have to use the pOint group 
operations (8\ 0) which keep the defect atom unshifted. ' Hence the 
Eqs. (2.3.1) to (2.3.7) can be rewritten for the perturbed crystal by 
removing the superscript zero and remembering that we are using the 
pOint group operations': 
'P"P 01<; 1. '1<')... <P/1>o(, (.(ic',l1<) I 	 (2.3.8) 
2- ~ (J1C; .,('1<') .= 0 , (2.3.9) 
.,('1<' ,. 
L. 	C£ C11< I J1<1; ) X ( 1'1<') ::. L cf> ().1< / ~~IJXfa ( ~~~ . 
)'+..' "'P " j. '*,' c(-( ',' I (2.3.10) 
. 

.t 
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<:P.(1 .(2 ~L(~=: 1; LZ 1<.2) = b 2 S 0(1 ~1 S 0(2 h cP PI P2(11'11: 1;12 '1<2) 
(2.3.11) 
~ (Ll Xl; L2 '"K 2) = Sq,(ll -1<\1;1 2 "f(.2) ST (2.3.12) 
From the form of oL in Eq. (2.2.3) it follows that cS ~ <l(P satisfies 
the transformation law: 
L g B (lf1<1;12*~ 
r 1 r 2 , 
(2. 3.13) 
which can be written in a matrix form as: 
(2.3.14) 

It can be shown that the Green's functions for a. perfect crystal 
transform according to the law (4) 
o 2 	 ' 0 
G.J 	,./ (LIK 1;L21(2; w) = L Sj So( p, G n. (11'1<1;121<2;~1
'"1 ""2. ,P1 ~ 2 '" 1 fb 1 2 r 2 ~ 1 ""'2 . ' 
,(2.3.15) 
which can be written in a compact form as: 
(2.3.15) 
~ . 
For obtaining the solutions to Eq. (2.2. 12) we must have the 
matrices g and b1 which are submatrices of ~O and SL. By using the 
transformation laws discUssed above I we can determine'the elements 
of g and 6 1 in terms of their respective linearly independent elements. 
Appendix III illustrates the use of the transformation laws. 
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IV. THE NATURE OF VIBRATIONS OF THE PERTURBED CRYSTAL 
In this section we shall briefly comment on the nature of the solu­
tion s to Eqs. (2.2. 10) • The mathematical verification of the various 
statement~ is beyond the scope of this presentation because of the 
limitations of the theoretical background developed up to this point in 
this chapter. 
The displacement amplitudes for atoms vibrating in a perturbed 
mode whose frequency lies above the maximum frequency of the unpertur­
bed cryst~l or in a gap in its frequency spectrum decay faster than 
exponentially with increasing distance from the ~mpurity atom. For 
this reason suth modes are called localized modes.. ,If the freql:len~y of 
a localize,d mode lies in a gap in the frequency spectrum of the host, 
crystal, the. mode is referred to as a gap mode. The rate of decay of 
the, displacement amplitude is larger when the frequency of the locali­
zed mode co is at a greater distance from the bqnd edge. In general, 
it is found that localized mode s do not exist for arbitrary change s in 
the mass and the force constants associated with the impurity atom. 
Their occurrence depends on the detailed magnitudes of the changes 
of the mass and the force cons,tants. In the case of an isotopic 
impurity where one can assume no changes of force constants I localized 
modes occur if the mass of the impurity atom is less,than that of the 
host atom it substitutes by a critical amount (4). One can understan.d 
localized modes easily by using the analogy with a filter. The crystal 
may be .looked upon as a filter with pass bands conSisting of the 
allowed frequencies of the host crystal. If the defect has a character­
istic vibration which is not in the pass band, then the disturbance will 
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not propagate through the cry'stal but will exist at the impurity sit~ as 
a spatially localized mode. 
If the frequency of a normal mode of the perturbed crystal lies in 
the ran'ge of frequencies of the normal modes of the host crystal, then 
such mode' of the, perturbed crystal will have the character of ordinary 
wave-like band modes many atomic' distances from the defect. Near 
the defect the amplitude will be enhanced or attenuated depending on 
the nature of the changes o(the mass and the force constants. Those 
~odes with the enhancement of the amplitude near the defect are called 
resonance modes. 
, It should ,be noted that without knowledge of the force constant 
changes ~nq the mpss change one can' not predict the occurrence of 
localized or resonance modes. Equation (2.2.12) simply gives the 
normal modes perturbed by the introduction of the impuri~y; in this case 
the nature of these modes must be investigated experimentally. 
CHAPTER III 
AN HCP CRYSTAL WITH A DEFECT 
Before making use of the formulation developed in the first chapter I 
we discuss the symmetry properties of an HCP crystal with a. substitu­
tional defect and obtain the normal modes perturbed by the introduction 
of the impurity with their degeneracies. Then we select the symmetry 
adapted linear combinations of the displacement amplitudes (SALC· s) for 
each irreducible representation of the point group D3h which ,is the 
symmetry group of the cluster. This is the starting point for obtaining 
the solutions of Eq. (2.2.12). The notation and the group theoretical 
techniques used in this chapter can be found in any standard textbook 
on group theory (19 -21) • 
I. DETERMINATION OF NORMAL MODES 
In order to determine the symmetries of the normal modes which 
are perturbed by the introduction of the impurity I we consider the cluster 
formed by the impurity atom and its nearest neighbours and develop a 
representation of the point group of the cluster. In earlier chapter 
we referred,to this as the impurity cluster. The term II q'uasi-molecule u 
is also used for the cluster. A crystal with one impurity is a highly 
idealized picture. A real crystal has many such impurity clu sters. 
separated by several atomic distances so that they can be treated 
independent of each other. 
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Figure 1 shows the impurity cluster in ap HCP crystal. The 
impurity atom is taken as the origin. The site indices { 11<.'5 used in 
the first chapter take values 0 to 12. Th~ system of axes is such that 
the projections of the atoms 8 and 11 on the yz plane lie on the z axis 
(Figure 2) ~ This cluster has D3h symmetry. The symmetry operations 
of this group are listed in Table I and they are indicated in Figure 3. 
We make use of th~ 39 cartesian displacement coordinates {~ (n)! 
of the atoms of the impurity cluster as the basis f9r the total represent­
ation. r;!GP of the pOint group D3h• The site index (n) replaces (l"k) used 
in Chapter II arid takes values 0 to 12. If U denotes the column vector 
formed by the C artesian displacement coordinates {u... (n)} and U' 
denotes the sa~e vector after'the crystal has been subjected to a 
symmetry operation 8 of the point group D3h , then ~c.p(8) defined below 
is the representation of S in the 39 dimensional basis: . 
U' = ~cp(8) U (3.1.1) 
Instead of the matrix form of r.!q,{S) we are interested in the character 
v (8) which is important in group theoretical techniques. The atoms 
,I\-H'" 
which remain unshifted under the operation 8 contribute to the diagonal 
terms of rHc.p(S) and hence to the character -x..t1C~S). Table II summa­
rizes the work done for determining the 'character system of the total 
representation. The total representation can be decomposed into the 
irreducible representations of the point group D3h by using the decom­
position formula: 
a j = ( l/h)L. )Cj) (8) * X (8), (3. 1. 2)s Her 
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~. Impurity atom 
o Host crystal atom 
i. 
Figure 1. Impurity cluster in an hcp crystal. 
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Figure 2. Impurity cluster viewed along the main symmetry axis. 
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TABLE I 
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE POINT GROUP D3h 
Number Operation Description 
1 E \ Identity 
2,'3 -1C3;C3 Rotation s by 21T/3 about the z ax! s ; 
4 Cli (1) Rotation bY1f about the y axis; 
5 CI2(2) Rotation by 1t' about the 'axis deduced from the y axis by C 3; 
6 C'~(3) Rotatio~ by "IT about the axis deduced from the 
y axis by C31; 
7 ~ 
" 
Reflection in the yz plane; 
8,9 -1 63'S 3 -1C3 and C 3 followed by ( respectively; 
10 4(1) Reflection in the zx plane; 
11 ~(2.) Reflection in the plane deduced from the zx 
plane by C 3 i 
12 ~(3J Reflection in ihe plane deduced from the zx 
plane by C; • ' 
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.a.. ~ 
If' (i)
" 
Figure 3. Symmetry operations of the point group D3h . 
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TABLE II 
DETER~NATION OF HCP(R) 
Class Symmetry 
Operation 
R 
Atom Sites 
invariant 
under ~ 
Atom Sites variant under R 
initial site Final site after R 
Character 
Hep (R) 
~, E All atom sites invar­
iant 
- -
.­
39 
I 
I 
<:a. 
~s... 
C 3 
C -1 
3 
0 
0 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
7 , 8 ,9 ,10,11,12 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
7,8,9,10,11,12 
3,4,5,6,1,2 
8,9 ,7 ,11,12 ,10 
5,6,1,2,3,4 
9,7 ,8-,12,10,11 
0 
0 
...-c,. c n (1)2 0 1,2,3,4,5,6 7,8,9,10,11,12 
6,5,4,3,2,1 
12,11,10,9,8,7 
- 1 
~3 c .. (2)2 0 1,2,3,4,5,6 7,8,9,10,11,12 4,3,2,1,6,5 11,10,12,8,7,9 - 1 
~.a . C 2(3.) 0 1,2,3,4,5,6 7 , 8 ,9 ,10 ,11,12 2,1,6,5,4,3 10,12,11,7,9,8 - 1 
<:-+ ok o,I, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5, 6 -7,8,9,10,11,12 -10,11,12,7 ,8,12 -7 
~S S3 0 1,2,3,4,5,6 7,8,9,10,11,12 3,4,5,6,1,2 11,12,10,8,9,7 - 2 
- ~ 
"-l 
----------- ------ --......- ----­
TABLE II (continued) 
Class Symmetry 
Operation 
R 
Atom Sites 
invariant 
Under R 
Atom Sites variant under R 
Inltial site Final site after R 
Character 
'. HCP(R) 
~.s 
(cont. ) 
~, 
~t.' 
<b 
-1S . 
3 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
0 
0,8,11 
. 0,9,12 
0,7,10 
. . 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
7,8,9,10,11,12 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
7 ,9 ,10 ,12 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
7,8,10,12 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
8,9 ,11,12 
5,6,1,2,3,4 
12,10,11,9 ,7 , 8 
6,5,4,3,2,1, 
9 ,7 ,12 ,10 
~. 
4,3,2,1,6,5 
8,7,11,10 
2,1,6,5,4,3 
9,8,12,11 
.­
- 2 
3 
3 
3 
I 
I 
N 
00 
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where aj is the number of times the irreducible, representation r(j) 
appears in the reducible repr~sentation r:c.., , ,h is the number of elements 
in the groul?' XkJS} i,s the character of the total representation of the 
operation'S I and X(j) (S) is the character of the jth irreducible represen­
tation of the same operation S. Table III gives the character system 
for the pOint"group D3h in which the last column 'gives the number aj. 
Now the decomposition of !;c.r into the irreducible representations 
of the point group D3h can be written as:' 
r: =4A' + 3A' + 2AIt + 4A" + SEt + SEat (3.1.3)He, 1 2, 1 2 • 
In the above decomposition A's correspond to riondegenerate, 'normal 
modes of the cluster and E's which are two dimensional irreducible 
representations correspond to doubly degenerate normal modes of the 
cluster. In molecular vibrations, the conservation of the linear momen­
tum and the angular momentum of the molecule requires that the modes 
which represent rigid body translation or rigid body rotation be removed 
from the decomposition series. The impurity cluster 'which we are 
considering is emobdied in a crystal and hence its linear momentum and 
the angular momentum need not be conserved. Hence as the part of a 
vibration of the crystal this cluster can have normal modes of vibration 
which may appear to be rigid body translation or rigid body rotation. 
For this reason all the normal modes in Eq. (3.1.3) will be retained. 
II. THE DEFECT MOTION 
In the study of the dynamics of cfystals with substitutional impuri­
ties, particularly in M~ ssbauer effect, the motion of the impurity atom 
.' 
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TABLE III 
CHAMCTER SYSTEM FOR THE POINT GROUP D3h 
E 2C 3C
It 
2' ~ 3~.,2S 33 a j«r(j) , 
A' 1 1 1 1 1 1 41 
At 1 1 1 1 -1 - 1 32 

AtT 
 1 1- 1 - 1 1 2- 11 
Att 1 1- 1 - 1 - 1 1 4 
E' 
2, 
2 2 
- 1 0- 1 0 8 
Elf 2 
- 1 1 0- 2 0 5 
~CP 7 0 - 239· - 1 3 
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is very important. For identifYin.g: the modes in whic h the defect atom 
participates, we use the projection operator p(j) for the jth irreducible 
representation as: 
(3.2.1) 

where 1j i~ the dimenSiOnali~y of the j~h irreducible representation, 
~ XO)(-R)} is the character system 'of the jth irreducible representation. 
PR is the active symmetry operator* of the operation R. From an arbit­
rary function 'f' the operator r->(j) projects that part which transforms 
according to the j th irreducible representation. In other words, from 
an arbitrary function 4" 'P (j) projects that part which belengs te 
the jth irreducible representation. We set up the projection operators 
for the irred~cible representations of the point group D3h and operate 
on the displacement coordinates ux(o) , lly(O) , and uz(O) of the defect. 
The results are listed below: 
~, 
::p(j)uol.(O) = 0 fer 0\ = x, y .or z, and 1. 
f (j)u (0) =u (0)
x x' 
I 
= A'l' A'2 ,A"I' .or E" , (3.2. 2a) I I 
·1 
I 
(3.2.2b) 
(3.2.2c) 
(3.2.2d) 
(3.2.2e) 
*An active operator PR performs the symmetry operation R on the 
crystal keeping the system of axes fixed. These operators are distin­
guished from the passive operators which rotate the coordinate axes in 
the reverse direction, keeping the crystal fixed. 
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Equat~on (3.2. 2a) implies that the defect atom do~s not move in the 
normal modes All ' AI2 ' Alii, and Ell. Equations (3.2. 2b) to (3.2. 2e) 
indicat,e that the defect vibrates along x axis,'in A'Z modes and in 
the yz' ,plane in E' modes. Since A"2 appears 4 times and E' appears 
a times in the decomposition series in' Eq. (3.1.3), there are four non­
degenerate modes and eight doubly degenerate modes in which the 
impurity participates. 
The solutions of Eq. (2.2.10) should give the normal modes which 
appear in, the decomposition series in Eq. (3. 1.3) • Since we are interes­
ted in the ~otion of the impurity, we want to solve that part of Eq. (2.2.10) 
which gives 4 A't2 modes and, aE' modes. ' It needs block diagonalization 
ofEq. (2.2.10): 
uNt 2 
uE' 11 
uE
' 22 
uR 
-
 gAil 
2 
0 0 0 
0 gEl 0 
11 
0 
0' 0 gE' 0 
22 
0 0 0 g 
blA" 0 0 0 2 
0 b lEI 0 0 
11 
0 0 ~lE' 0
' 22 
0 0 0 SIR 
uA" 2 
u 
Ei1 
uEI 22 
uR 
, 
where the subscript An Z indicates 4-dimensional block, E'll and E' 22 
indicate two a-dimensional blocks, and R indicates remaining part. 
From Eq. (3.2.3) we write the equations which are of -interest to us: 
(3.2. a) 
(3.2.4) 

uE' - g. ("1 (3.2. Sa)I 
11 - E 110 E'll uEll , 
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U EI . = gEt &lEI uE' 22 22 22 22 (3.2.Sb) 
Equations (3. 2.Sa) and (3.2.Sb) are degenerate hence it 1s sufficient to 
consider only one of them. 
In the next chapter we discuss the diagon.alizat1on procedure which 
obtains .Eqs·. (3.2.4) and (3.2. 5b) from Eq. (2.2.10). 
CHAPTER IV 
DIAGONALIZATION 
For block diagonalizing Eq. (2.2.10) to the form shown in 
Eq. (3.2.3) ,one has to determine the vectors uA"2 ' uE'! l' and uEI22 • 
-
These column vectors have the form: 
= = r,uA" = uEI112 
~8 
(4.1) 
The set -\, I o(s..: I O{,:) I and 0<'+ forms a basis for the irreducible represen­
tation A,r2. The sets of ~ I sand -yl s are the two bases for the two 
df mensional representation Ee • For determination of the basis vectors 
for various irreducible representations I we use the standard procedure 
of projection operators, which is illustrated in Appendix IV. The basis 
vectors for all the irreducible representations appearing in the decom­
position sed es in Eq. (3. 1. 3) 'are given in the same a:ppendix. 
The basis vectors for the representation A"2 are: (over) 
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(4.2a) 
6 
~2. =, (11 J"b) 2: ux(n)" (4.2b) 
n=l 
12 
.(.) = (l1.[6) L: ux(n), (4.2c) 
n=7 
0(4- = (1/./24) fJf [(1Iy(7) - uy(lO) ) - (Ily (9) - u (12) )]y 
- [(Uz (7) - uz(lO) ) - 2 (uz (8) - uz(ll) ) + (u (9) - uz {l2) ilJz 
(4.2d) 
It has been fr:lentioned that the E' modes are doubly degenerate. 
Hence there are two sets' of basis vectors for E' modes". 81 nce the two 
sets are physically equivalent, we' shall use the set of pi s which is: 
r, = lly(o) , (4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
~+ = (1/Jfo) {./3(Uz (1)-Uz (6) ) - [(1Iy(2)+1Iy(S)HlIy~3)+1ly(4) 8J (4. 3d) 
~..s = (1/ f!O) 1.[3 (uy (1)+Uy (6) ) - [(U (:.2) -U (S))+(u (3) ~Ilz(4))Y,<4. 3e)z z z 
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(4.3f) 
fg 	=(l/2) { (~(7) - ux(lO) ) - (ux (9) - llx(i2) )}. (4.3h) 
Equation (2.2.10) which is 
ul = 9 bl u 1 ' (4.4) 
can be rewritten in a component form as 
We Ca(l substitute from Eq. (4.5) for the displacements 1. U.c. (n)} " in the 
basis vectors. After arranging the terms conveniently each basis vector 
can be ~xpressed as a linear combination of the basis vectors belonging 
to that set. For example,) "1 will then be written as 
(4.6)0( 1.. = C 1 ~1 + C 2 0(2 + C 3 0(3 + C 4-<4' 
and ~ t. will then be written as 
(4.5) 
(4.7) 
where the coefficients C 1 to C 4 and Dl to Da are linear combinations of 
the terms such as g I{tJ (nl n2 ) &'1." ~ (n 3 n4 ). 
After goin,g through the procedure explained above one can write 
down the equations for the basis vectors of the An2 'modes: , 
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• I 
.(1 =- £:I. ~! .., (0;0) + (; [ 91 H"CO.. 1) + 3'- 81xx (0.. B) + ~~ fl x"'(~· 1S)1} c(1 
+- R i[5o - 9'1.] d1xx c~- i)} 0< :1­
+ [61 [j, - 3l-J ~lx)'.Co/g) - 9., cf~xz..(O;9]J p(~ 
+ zl'{ Ljll- 3.a.J cf!x2..C°.i s) - !}3 d~"%z.(O,-g~,o\+ 1 
(4.8a) 
<>(:z. = "{ 91. ~l (0,0) + A Sf (0-1).,. '- B Sl. (0/8) t C &J (Oi g)} 0(1
Xl' xt J Xx, 1.7­
t {L '~l-A] cfl"x(O/i) } 0(,,­
T { ['91~Jx\,(O"B) -l.sSlxx (o;&)- C SOxz.co,ogJ]} 0(:; 

~:a. = Rt 32.t{/OJ.U) .... z..Bd/x~(O/1)+ Ddlxx(O,-'S?)~~94-01)(T..COJ'8)}"'1 
+ i ('j~-.zB)<l~x,,(O,·1) I 0(1­
+:f C',tI. -D) d~xxCO/g) - ~34 8~Xz.(OJ·8) 10(,.3 

(4.8e)+ r((; ,i( - J)) &J.,. z. ( OJ' g) - 2- ~ 4- d'~2.;' (OJ· ejJ0( If J 
'. 
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0\+ =-1f'1,.)t lJJ}(/~;') ... C n r"co j 1) + 2. ~"" dlJO,.S) + F dl,,~ (OJ 8) i 0\ t 
-t (1/2.)~ [ ~js- C,J ~lxx CO J,1) } 0(1.. .' 
-+ ~2)[ ( 6~:t.-~34] b'!>\'1 (oJ-e) j ~ 
+ [ [ 'J:J - ~j '+ ] oJx1. (D; 8) - F 8 ~ 2'. %.. ( 0 i g ) I 1 
(4.8d) 
where 
(4.9) 
J (4.l0b) 
(4.10c) 
'D - 2.. .3x:( (8',..,) -t j)( l ( €1- g) + 2-3)<~ ( ~J' ID) -+ j X:t C~ j 11 )J 
(4.l0d) 
(4.l0e) 
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The preceding equations can be written in a matrix form: 
(4. 11) 

which is' Eq. (3. 2.4) • . The column vector ~..\-: is defined in Eq. (4.1) 
-
and q and ~J." are given byJ~;,r All. 
2-13 (ill) cA 
]) 
C:/4) F 
1 (4.12) 
a1.,..l.' ­ dJ~(OiO) Wol)<x (0 ; 1. ) f'cft)C'«(qjft) 2[l Jl ~J(J;8') 
00(6 fJXv.(O;i) -.$1 xv. (0,.1) 
-2 clJ.)(1.(O;~)[6 SJx.,.(o,"e) 0 - ~lxx(OJ' ~) 
-2.. dJx:z.(O,·~) - 4- dl.7.'LCO,-B.)2." CJ'l.z.(O,-g) 0 , 
(4.13) 
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We can treat the set of basis vectors given in Eq. (4.3) in the 
same way and obtain eight equations similar to Eq. (4. 7) • From these 
eight e~uations we can write down the matrix produ'ct gE GI E'~2. WeZ2 
can choose symmetric matrices gEl and cS1E'22 by trial and error approach 
t 
. . 22' . 
which give the correct gE'22 <0 lEI22 product. Since this calculation is 
tedious, details can' not be given here. The elements of matrices 
..• '22 and IE'22 are listed in Table IV and Table V respectively. For 
" nvenience we have indicated the site indices by the superscripts, for 
2 . ni n2 
example: , g.c.p (nl, n2, (A) ) is wntten as geep where nl,. n2 = 0,1, ••• 
12. 
,
. 
f 
. 1 
l
, 
., 
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TABLE IV 
ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX gEl
22 
Row 
Matrix Element 
Column 
Number 
and 
0. f) 9°0 
rr 
(1 2..) ([6'/'J-) ( s;t 1" ~::) 
g[ 01- oi. O~)J(i .3) .b, 1yz. -lJ3/z-J (31'1 -j~~ 
" (1.. J3/1. 0') [ 3;: -;-([3'/z..) ( 'j,o/ -3::)J(i 4) 
1/1- Co1 '. 01­
(1 5) (3/10) (33),>,-~Z'.;t..) 
08 '09 
(1 ~/~-) ( <j 17 4- ~ "L'L)0 
(1 7) (~311.~) (~3;; -8::) 
Dg 
(i 9) [3 3 z.)C 
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TABLE IV· (continued) 
. 0 0 o.f.. 0 1 Q :L :13':L 3 
[ ":'4 ~yy -+l2/3) (SS:'1 -59%.'%.) - ~J313'7- -+ (5~,y r j'zz.) + 
. C 1.~ ~+ :t+-)J+ - 3Y1 -+ +.3z~ -+ z.,fi S,7­
C2> 4) (illS') [-"4 5J~o~S j;,'" - 3j:~ --<15 S;;· i-~/~8;' + @(;z.) j!.~ 
- b~;; -t.3 3;1 + 2- [.i 3,1; ] 
~. tr;;2) [. ( .1- 0:1.. '0 1. ::S.~ i,1> ~4].(3 5) ('., '..:/JJ/ ~li' 9" - ~f.:') - 2-31'1 +(13'/].) (j,J - j %-t...) - 'rz ) 
.:L~ ~1J 
- ( j,~ - ~-z/ ) 
18 4. e 08 4S1 .19 1<) (~/rr) [ j,z- + ~9Z.7 - .13'( 871 '-jz.-z.) ~:z..B (!JJ1 - ,Jzz.)J 
@-/~ [13 j~ -~jr:J 
o 
o L ~ 1.. 0 1. t 4- 1 4- 14-,(i/~) [ ~ C~)" - 3ju,) - 43'1z. -\- j yz. +(8/y (jy! ·L~jL"L.J 
::J.a. ~ , 
-+ fi (3rl - jz.-z.d] 
'i 9 1.. 9 :l e 18 
~/J?) [-t..(,11Y - 5'Z..Z-) 1- (.:J,z. +..J ~Z.l) ] 

06' 08 oii' o~," 19 19 ,1 (1/s) [G' Cj!, t-$~Zz.J - C~,"Z- - .9 3 Zl ) - -=<.R &,y -t Sz.~j 
(L/(Io') ( ~.6' 3:xg + 2- j~;J(4 s) 
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TABLE IV.(continued) 
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Row 
and 
Columr: 
Numbel 
(1. 1) 
(1 2.) 
(1 3) 
(1. +) 
(1 5) 
(i 6) 
TABLE V 

ELEl\IIENTS OF THE MATRIX' ~IE' 

. 22 
Matrix Element 
J 
i 
bJ....°
'IT 
D 
(fG/'+-) ( &~;: *3 $l:1z.) 
(-~/2.J a1.;~ 
(J15/2') §1;: 
. ) 0.1 01 )fJ15/ e I ( 81.,y - S1. z-r.. 
~/4-) (81~: + 3dJ:~) 
(1 q) 'W) C Off)oS~1.5/s d~7Y - S-l1"1­
(1 ~ 
t).. -:L) 
(2- 3) 
tz 4-) 
~. 5) 
(2 
'J 
7)~ 
i)~ 
I 
Ji'. S.(~~ 
·oi. o d.)(-1/9) ( SJ.,! + ~ d~~-z. 
01 
~ !yz.. 

(-wit-) a.t;: 
(-:.'[?Ig) (81.;;1-3JJ~~) 
0 
0 

d 
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TABLE V '(continued) 
(- 1/~) (!J 81~: -to a~:~) 
. ( Q1.) 
(3 3) 
0.1. 
C3 4-) ([pI ~ "5 ~A1Y - SL-z."l­
~ ~ tJi'/V al~: 
~ '") 0 
t~ 7) 0 
(3 ~D 0 
C l1 01­(4- 4) <:: 5/9) d 11 .'1- dfz:z..) 
(4 .5) a 
~l4 ,) 0 
l4- 7) 0 
@-$J 0 
04 01­
S 5 (:: Sf. g) Ct1" T 6.t7-'l.) 
S 6 0 
5 7 0 
o·S 8 
, {; (- 1(~G'£1;(1r ..,. j o)zc~ 
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TABLE Y(continued),: . 
(6 '1) 't (J'fJ-R/~) (gllY ­ 0&301"£"1: ) 
(6 g) l~/Ji) ( clQ~~) 
(7 ,..,) 
08 oe)(?(~) (di rl -+-d)z.z.. 
01 9) ([171+) Sl~~ 
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Thus we have obtained Eqs. (3.2.4) and" (3.2. Sb) in explicit forms 
in which only the linearly independent elements of the matrices g an'd &1 
appear. Since neither the elements of g nor the elements of &1 are known, 
further calculations will have to be performed numerically. One will 
have to use a large number of trial values for the elemen ts of the matri­
ces g and &1. It should be noted that we did not make any assumption 
regarding the nature of the atomic interactions while introducing the para­
meter A describing the force constant change. This allows us to take 
into account noncentral as well as central interactions in a numerical 
calculation. 
As an illustration of further analytical simplification, in the next 
chapter we have simplified Eq. (3.2.4) by assuming central forces. 
,I 
CHAPTER V 
THE CASE QF CENTRAL FORCE INTERACTIONS 
In Chapter IV we obtained the .equations which must be solved to 
study the perturbed modes of the imperfect crystal in which the impurity 
atom participates. The complexity of the equations makes further analy­
tical simpl1fiQation impossible. In this chapter we shall simplify the 
eql.J.ation~ further by assuming the interatomic interactions to be central. 
This leads us to some closed analytical results. 
L. ATOMIC FORCE CONSTANTS 
A special case of interatomic potentials is obtained by assul1?ing 
that the atoms interact pailWise through a potential function which is a 
function only of the magnitude of their separation _: If we denote the 
potential function for the interaction of an atom of type .... with an atom of 
type 1(1 which fs at distance r from it by ~.,(' then 'the potential energy 
of the clYstal can be written as: 
(5.1.1) 

In this expression r(l'1c;1' -1C.') is the instantaneous distance between the 
atoms (l~) <;lnd HI 1(1), the prime on the sum indicates that the terms in 
.. 
which (l'k) = (1' ",,') are to be omitted, while the factor )/2 corrects for the 
fact that all the interactions are counted twice in the sum. With the 
atoms in the crystal displaced by vector displacements u(l'k) , the 
expres sion for r (l'JC ;P~) becomes: 
(5.1.2) 
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where 
x (11'; (1<') =-' X (t'tel - X (.1.'1<') I (5.1.3) 
tt (~1<.l 1.'",,') -;:: L{ (11<) - u: ((;K) • (5.1.4) 
The potential energy of the cry stal can be exp~nded in the powers of the 
components [Uti( (11<.; L''fi'')} as 
+(1/,.. ) [' 9i (~1<l1.'1<'J U-<:( !1(,l.'",') 
1J: 

1c fi" 0( 

+ (1/40) I I ~A(l'kil~') Uc<.(.t1<... l~') UBCJ1C;lit') -t 
J.. it r ,­
1I:'I(:II(P (5.1.5) 
The expan sion coeffiCients are given by 
(5.1.6) 
(5.1.8)s=Q c11(/11",') =- 0 J 
0<. 
where the primes denot~ differ~ntiation with respect to the argument. 
, , 
The first derivative of the potential has to vanish when the atoms are 
at equilibrium distance since that corresponds to the minimum of the 
potential energy: 
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which reduces Eq. (5.1.7) to ' 
~~( h J 1'1<') .=. X:.'? ¢ ', ..) lj;; s X cl'IC. i t:.c') . (5.1. 9) 
The second order contribution to the potential in Eq. (5.1.5) can 
be written as: 
;t..' ::. (,i/+-)L ,£' ~ (l1Ci.l1<,)rU.,(01C)U",(l'f()-IA~Ct'*f(I}Up,(l1C') ~ A~ l~' ~ L r 
. ~ p 
. ~ 'L.t .. (.('1<') UfJ (~'KJ + Ucr. (~1<) U ~ (1'1<')1 
:::.(1/z.) L. LI ~aCl1</.L1<') [U,iJ1() U~(.{1C]'- ~(Af<.) Ufl'(i~l)J(5.1.10) 
. 1i(I( A'''f<' ,. r .• 
Again th~ comparison of Eq. (5.1.10) and Eq. (2.1.4) gives us: 
<:p,(" ().",;,L1<') = - ~p (11<; l~l) )1(. F )..'.",'.1 (s.l.fl) 
'4>.<&(J1</,)lC) =- L' ¢.(,,(L'f< i 11<~ (5.1.12) 
\ .A.*1C' "" • 
One can see tJ:lat Eq. (2.3.9) and Eq. (5.1.15) are',equiva1ent. 
Equations (5.1.9), (5.1.11), and (5.1.12) imply that 
q,o(~ (11<,. .1.1.') = - [X... lIp <p (1'")/1"'"J~:... .. J.,.1'(!t.;( 5.1.13) 
r· 'X (..r 1( i ). ~J 
Iand 
::. - L ,:w:.... (JiC. J.'",,)
. -:t::t A J (5.1.14)
I J.''fcl r • 
All the fe sults up to this point 1n this chapter are valid for a 
perfect and an imperfect crystal. Using Eq. (s.I.1~) in Eq. (2.2.3) 
we obtain 
bl J (11<,.L~') ::::. E M1< 4')2- ~ ,a. ~ + A ( ... ) X"- xp, pit (...) \ 
... ~. J.J. 1'1<' ~p ... :a- r""" F .. K (J1f/ lAc'J, 
(5.1.15) 
where 
A ( v-) :=.. [~'/ ( ...):- ,..,t." ( ...)] / ,,(;' C...J ' (5.1.16)
1'\II\"'(" /i'~p I("c.. ~f.(\"'c.. .' r 
By consi9-ering the geometry of the impurity cluster shown in 
Figure 4 and using the expression given in Eq. (5.1.18) we can write 
the important (3 x 3) submatrice s of the SJ matrix as: 
, ,0 0 0 
<SA COJ 1) .:-. 
0 -(V+) A1 ¢'Ca) (.fi/tl Ai. ¢>f~4) 
0 (r¥4) A1¢'(Q) - (J/4) ~1. P
'1 
CeI) 
If -~.,. A ¢Cl» 0 
- 11Y)2.A~¢ (1;)1 :&.&1 (0.. 8) '= 
0 0 0 
'1- II 
A ¢ft 
-1,.. ~l- ¢c~)0-1/12-.1.. (~) 
where 
.A 1 =- ~ Cc:t), Ai.. E= \A~.f) 

"'" 1/a.

YJ1 :; c/2..b J ""}... (1-7)1) . 

The distances a, b I and c are shown on Figure 4. 
From Eqs. (5.1.17) and (5.1.18) we see that 
~l)(X (0; 1) :. 0 ~ 
S l z :r-.(o; 1)' ,:: 3SJy,COi 1) .J 
Sl,x.(lJ j 1) =: S..t.ZT (0"1) =. -[3 SJ..,.,Co"1) , 
dlx~(O.;8) ::. ~ Lz.y. (0,' g) =- (Js./t},.) bi 1C 'l.Co]·g) , 
&Lz-r. (0.,. 8) =- ('1',,/1JJ &t;(.7. (0,. 8) =- (t]~/YJ~) $1"" (0,,· is) 
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, 
( 5.1.17) 
1 
(5.1.18) 
(5.1.19) 
(5.1.20a) 

(S.1.20b) . 
, 
(5.1.20c) 
(5.1. 20d) 
(5.1.20e) 
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Figure 4.. Interatomic distances in an hcp impurity cluster. 

\ j't .. 
II•. NONDEGENERATE MODES 
In th~s section we shall simplify Eq. (3.2; 4) under the assumption 
of central force s. 
Equations (5.1.20) enable us to write the matrix &J 
.4i
ofEq.(4.11) 
in the form 
o 0 0 o 
21'(~';t1J ~lx·/o,·8) 
4 CQ,,/?J al~r.(O,.B) 
(5.2.1) 
By using the various elements I q;o(~-c11<):"')J in Eq. (5.1.14) it can be 
shown that 
<P<(1t (0,-0) ;=. - b [ p"p CO,. 1) + ~ ( O,-g) ] . (5.2.2) 
From Eq. (2.2.3) we obtain 
61 (o,.oj= eMu>""" T <}~(%) - <l';COt D) 
x.r. 
c.Mwl- 1- b [cp;"co,·g)- <Px,,(OJS)]= 
E: M<A)1- + b )...Cb);r...o (0/8)
= ':t"x~ 

eMw'J- - ACb) <t: COlO)
= 
E:: M wl.. - A2.. P:XC9,-O) (5.2.3)= 
Here we have used the fact that ~ (0 1) - 0 Now Eq. (5.2.1) can
't'")(oJ(" -. 
be rewritten as 
p4 
E MCA)1._ A.a.tP° CO"01cS1 AJ.' ; 0 - l'~ 2. <po ((/I'~) - 2[G A.:L(~J./",,) ~x/O.. g)
,I('X Kx 
0 0 0 0 
-.1' A~~~CO,'8) 0 A£ <P;"(O,'S) ~ .'A~ 2-/~Jf!;COJ'~) 
. "-.1.[6 A.1. q>:z.(O,·S) 0 2-A.2-cP:z(0,' 8) +A.2.(~/t} ,) ~~(OI-<6J 
(5.2.4) 
Eq. (2.1.20) gives us the following Green's functions' relations: 
. = "[ Mco').. Jo - 1 J ' (5.2.5) 
CPx:(O,.O) 3.1. -+ ~·)/O"i) A + 2. cfJ:"co,.g) 8 T <t>:2,COj 8)C 
= MCV'" ~ 1 J (5.2.6) 
(5.2. 7) 
I 
·1 
I
: j 
(5.2.8) 

The functions go' g 1 ' 92 ,g3' g4' A, B, C, D, and F are ~efined in 
Eqs. (4.13). In the central force calculation 4?:CO.·1) = 0 in all the 
relations above. 
Using ~A~ given in Eq. (4.10) and 8~A:" given in Eq.·(S.2.4) and 
substituting from. Eqs. (5.2.5) - (S.~.8), we obtain: 
&5 

Mw'J.31 
, 
(5.2.9) 
(5.2.10)" where 
The" condition that Eq. (3. 2.4) has nontrivial solutions is that the 
secular determinant of the coefficients vanishes: 
(5. 2.11) 
After substituting from Eq. (5.2.9) in Eq. (5.2.11) we obtain 
If we define 
f MW,. .A.2­
....J ))x-xCCi),-:) 
­ 1- 6 [~:(l\,. o}J [1- ~JlJ 
(5.2.13) . 
and 
Sxx(cu2.) lMw2-~() - iJ·- J (5 ~ 2.14) 
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then Eq. -(5.2.12) can be rewritten as: 
(5.2.15) 
Eq. (5.2.15) is the condition in Eq. (5.'2.11) stated in a suitable notation. 
It gives a resonance Or a localized mode in the direction x (22). 
From Eq. (5.2.9) we 'can obtain the (1,1) element of the matrix 
(1- gA'2 b lA'~) -1. This element will be the element G (O;O;w2) of thexx
Green's function matrix for the imperfect crystal. The expression for 
Gxx:(O;O;w2), which we obtain is 
. S i - ( (1- III ","3.) (1- ~>Sc.]~)" E"/<t-E))J} 
Gxx(OiOi~) = L f.t(A)~(1- e) [1- ~x~w1-) ~,,("''')J, . ·(5·.2.16) 
It is interesting to note that ,Eq. (5.2 .IS) and (5.2 .16) have been obtained 
by Mannheim and Cohen for cubic systems. The definitions of the func­
tions S (c..}) and ~ (,.}) in'the case of cubic systems do not need the 
labels of Cartesian coordinates since x, y, and z axes are equivalent 
(13). In the ,case of an HCP crystal we have to define Sxx(w2)' and 
rxx (w2). (22) • 
If q,°xx(O.l'O) is known, one can obtain go from Eq. (5. 2 .12). Then 
the use of Eq. (5.2.16) in Eq. (2.2.22) will give an expression for 
lx. ~:" (OiO) f·, Substitution of go and Ix; (0; d) t. in Eq. (2.2.23) 
2 . 
will give the mean square displacement <U «() )>.
x 
Equation (3.2. 5b) is eight dimensional. Although a central force 
calculation in this case can be done, it be'comes very difficult. Since 
very gener~l results for the case of central forces are now available (22), 
we have not simplified Eq. (3.2. 5b) further by assuming ,central forces. 
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As remarked earlier I Eq. (3.2. 5b) which is obtained in an exact form in 
Chapter IV 1s expected to be of importance in a numerical calculation 
taking into account central and non central forces. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENPATIONS 
By going through the contents 6f the various chapters outlined in 
the introduction and after having a brief look at the rest of the material, 
one will notice that more emphasis has been given on the mathematical 
aspects oi'the problem and instead of considering the dynamics of the 
crystals with point defects in general, a detailed discussion on the 
steps involved in examining the HCP structure is given. The physical 
aspects haye been considered whenever possible. It must be admitted 
that in spite of many attempts to supplement the mathematics with the 
. physical background, some readers may still find it purely mathematical 
at a few places. 
There are several reasons for completing this report in the present 
form. Most of the work on this problem involved cal<?ulations, the 
methods for which are well established in principle. In literature 
detailed calculations are rarely found. The author had many difficulties 
at different stages of the work. The temptation to explain the calcula­
tions consumed so much length that the general discussion on the subject 
had to be restricted to stating the problem clearly in' the second chapter. 
A large part of the work is based on group theoretical techniques which 
cannot be explained in this report and someone unfamiliar with them will 
have to refer to the textbooks cited. It must be noted that the a'mount of 
work involved is considerably large I as compared to. what has been ~ 
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'presented. The lncrea'se in the amount of mathematics adversely 
affected the discussions. 
It is hoped that the results of Chapter IV will be of use in a 
numerical calculation in which one can take into account very general 
force constants. The results obtained for the central forces is an 
illustration of more analytical simplification. The central force 
calculations were not card ed out because during the preparation of 
this work Cohen (22) reported very general results applicable to various 
crystal structures under the special assumptions of the nearest neighbour 
interaction and the central forces. 
One possible way to simplify the results of Chapter IV analytically 
I' 
is the use of isotrQpic changes of force i.e. £}.pCr):::: A¢O; (9). 
, ~ 
By following the method used in reference' 13, one can use the 
results of Chapter IV to obtain the linear response function K (w) of 
the system to an external probe. 
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APPENDIX I 
Two dimensional irreducible representations rEf and rEtr of the 
pOint group D3h are given below. They can be obtained by considering 
the transformations of a two dimensional vector r under the various 
symmetry operations of D3h and keeping in mind the desired character 
system. It should be noted that the transposes of the matrices which 
are listed below can also be used. They are physically equivalent. 
To avoid confusion one has to use the irreducible'reI?resentations 
COll sistently • 
Representation E': 
a' e.' r (E) 0= ~«) 0C ] =[~ ]1 1 
E' Ii' 
r (C 3) = r(S3) =[;1/2 -J3/~ [-1/2 -i3/
~/2 -1/2 .{3/2 -1/2 J 
e' e.' 
r (C ;.1) = r(S3~ :=
[-1/2 [3/2 ] [-1/2 [Y12 ] 
-{3/2 -1/2 ~P/2 -1/2 
J
4[' [:e' [: ]'r(91) ) = 0 r(C n (1) ) == 02 ' 1 
- 1 
at Iii'r {~(L») = 
-PI] r (C2(2)) =.[-1/2[-1/2 - F/2] 
~~/2 1/2 
- 13'/2 1/2 
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Appendix I 

Representation E' (col?tinued): 

. 
. 
rl!. I (~(.) 43/21. r(~~(3») ~/2]
= [~;2 = [~~21/3 1/2 
Representation Ett: 
~II •e"r (E) . = a r( o() =[: 1 ] [:1 _°1 ] 
s· s" 
r (C 3) . = r (S3) =[-1/2 -J3/j ~1/2 J3/J
J3/2 -1/2 -]3/2 1/2 
s"r (C;l), = rl!(S31) . = l1/2 J3/2J [1/2 -filJ 
-P/2 - 1/2 J3/2 1/2 
e" E" 
r (C2(1) ) = r ( 6' (1» = 
1.1 [: 1[~ _°1 J . ~ ] 
R" , £ If 
r (C" (2) ) = (l1/2 -13/j 1(~(2» = [1/2 Eh] 
,I 
2 I 
.- .[3/2 1/2 
. J3/2 
- 1/2: 
. 
I 
1 
I!!' Ir 
f!1<C 
r (en (3) ) = E/2] r (0;(3) ) = 2 r- 1/2 [ 1/2 
-.13/2J 
43/2 1/2 -fi/2 - 1/2 
APPENDIX II 
The matrix operators 8 referred to in the third section of Chapter II 
are listed. below. These are active op~rators and the coordinate system 
chosen is'the same as the one used in Chapter III. 
8(E) =', -1 0 0 
0 1 0 
8(~) =I- 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
S(C3) :: -1 0 0 
0 -1/2 -13/2 
8(83) =1 0 0 
0 -1/2 -fJ/2 
0 ,-J3/2 -1/2 0 3/2 -1/2 

-1 
 -1 , 
-.1. 0 08(8 3 ) = 

0 -1/2 ~/2 

8(C 3 ) :: 1 0 0 
0 -1/2 (3/2 
0 '-]3/2 -1/2 0 -:{3/2 -1/2 
8(C" (1),) :: -1 O. 08( «(1) ) = 1 0 0 2 
0, -1 0 
0 0 1 
0 :"1 0 
0 0 1 
S( ((2) ) = 1 0 '0 S(C"2(2) ) :: -1 0 0 
\I 
0 1/2 {3'/2 0 .1/2 $/2 
0 P/2 -1/2 0 13/2 -1/2 
" 
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Appendix II (continued) 
8(~(3)) ~ 1 0 0 8(Ci(3) ) = - 1 0 0 
0 l/Z -l3'/2 0 liz -j3'/Z 
0 
-l3'/2 -1/2 0 -~/2 -1/2 
APPENDIX III' 
In this appendix we illustrate the use of Eq. (2.3 .16), which is 
reproduced below, to determine the linearly independent elements of 
the' matrix G: 
° ...."., ."""t7 2 ° 2 TG (L11\.1 L2.f\..2 ; w ) = S (R) G (111<1; 12-«2 ;w) S (R), (A3.1)I 
where ST(R) is the transpose of the matrix representation S(R). These 
matrices are listed' in Appendix II. The space group operation R takes 
atoms at the sites (1(1<1) and 12~} to the sites (Ll~ I) and (L£K 2) 
respectively. For 
~ 
determining the independent 
. 
elements of 
G°(Il"'Kl ; 12~2" (4)2) the best way is ,to choose the operatioJa that leaves 
both the. sites (II~1) and (l21<.2) unshifted. The symmetry operation" 
leaves sites 0,1, 2, ••• 6 unshifted. Hence for GO(O, 1) we can write: 
'0 2 / O· 2 T /G (0,1, w ) =S (Cf ) G (0, 1, w ) S (/h). (A3.2)k
After solvi~g the right hand side of (A3. 2) it can be seen that the xy ,xz, 
yx, and z.x elements change sign. . Since the two sides must be identical 
these elements must be zero. Hence G(O, 1) has the form 
4XO'" ( Oi 1 ) Q. 0 
c;, (OJ 1.) 4;J. o~"1.)a 
0 4~7 (OJ" 1) Gz"l- (<J/1J0 
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The sites 1'1<. = 2,3, •• '.6 can be reqched from the site 1'"K= 1 by 
,,~ng various operations of D3h • 'Hence all GO (0, n) matrices for n = 2, 
3, ••• 6 can be expressed in terms of GO·(O, 1). For example: 
0
= Gfx/Oi 1) 0 	 '0 
1[ 0 0) _1~ (0 00 ':+ 	 (t:;" ..... 3 ~&11. 4' ~ <1,,- ',.&) 
-5( ';z. + G;;,~ -t (ct";a -.3 ,,:,)] 
. 1 l 0 e 
0 -1 [Be ~;- {z:) + 4- (3", -t (za.) 
+[3 (';-z. i <;:,l]
- [.3 '!z -Ci:,)J 
(A3.4) 
where all 	the' G1 s in the matrix on the right hand' side are G~ (O~;l) • 
. -13 
The site indices are dropped to save the space • 
.since g is a submatrix of GO , all the elements of g can be express­
ed as linear combinatims of its linearly indepen.dent .elements by using the 
method used above. One must remember that while dealing with the g 
matrix one can 'use the space group operations. 
For determination of the linearly independent elements of 01,' one 
follows the ~ame procedure only with the difference that since 01 refers 
to the perturbed crystal, one has to use the pOint ~roup operations. 
The perturbed crystal does not have the translational symmetry. 
APPENDIX IV 
DETERMINATION OF SALe'S 
For analyzing ,the normal.modes of vibration' of the impurity cluster 
,?onsidered in Chapter III, we need the basis vectors for each of the 
irreducible representation appearing in Eq. (3. 1.3).' In Chapter IV we 
'considered 41\.'2 and 8E' modes in which the defect moves. In this 
appendix, we obtain the basis vectors for all the irreducible represen­
tations in Eq. (3.1.3). These basis vectors are referred to as the 
symmetry adapted linear combinations (SALC IS) . (21) ~ 
We define the proj"ection operator fo"r the jth irreducible represen-' 
tation as: 
p (j) = (l./h)Lr (j) (R) PR: ) (A4.1) 
-r~ ,_ J R I"~ 
where lj is the dimensio"nality of the jth irreducible representation, h is 
the total number of the elements in the point ,group, r(j} (R) is the jth 
irreducible representation of the symmetry operati0l1: R, ,and PR is the 
active operator which performs .the symmetry operation on the crystal. 
This projecti~n operator based on the}"h row of the j.th. irreducible' 
representation projects from an, arbitrary function r another function to) 
such that ~(j) is a linear combination of the basis vectors of the jth ,. 
)A (') 
irreducible repre 1sentat1on. In other words q.) J projects that part of' 
. J/,/" 
tf' which belongs to the r-th row of the jth irreducible representation. 
We shall use the thirty-nine displacement coordinates'f u (n)l of the 
ll 
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impurity cluster as arbitrary functions .to be" operated by t.~. From 
the results of the operation of 1? (j) on{ul\ (n)lwe can select a basis for 
. ~~ l'~ 
the jth irreducible representation. This pro'cedure will also determine 
whether a particular: displacement belongs to the irreducible representa­
tion or not. For example: 
l'cJ) Uo(, (n) = 0 (A4. 2) 
/'r ' 
implies that the motion of the nth atom in the direction does not belong 
to the jth irreducible representation. Table VI lists the displacements 
belonging to the various normal modes of the impurity cluster. The basis 
vectors for various representations are listed in Table VII. 
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TABLE VI 
DISPLACEMENTS BELONGING TO THE VARIOUS NORMAL 
MODES OF THE IMPURITY CLUSTER 
Normal Modes Displacements 
4A'1 uy(n) iUz (n) _ n : 1 to 6 
u (n)y n : 7, 9, 10, or 12 
u.,( (n) c(: X 9r z and n = 7 to 12 
3A"2· uy(n) n = 1 to 12 
uz(n) n : 1 to 6 and 7 ,9,10 or 12 
2A'1 ux(n) n : 1 to 6 
uy(n) n-: 7 to 12 
uz(n) n ; 7 ,9 , 10 or 12 
4A1t2 llx(n) n : 0 to 12 
uy{n) n = 7 , 9,10 or 12 
uz{n) n : 7 to 12 
8E' 
(Modes belonging 
to the first row of EI) 
I 
ux(n) n = 7 to 12 
lly{n) n == 1 to 12 
uz(n) n = 0 to 7 ,9,10 or 12 
8E' 
(Modes belonging 
to the -second row 
of EI) 
ux(n) n : 7 ,9,10 or 12 
lly(n) n : 1 to 7 ,9,10 or 12 
uz{n) n : 1 to 12 
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TABLE VI (continued) 
SEn u~(n) n =1 to 7 ,9 ,10 or 12 
(Modes belong- uy(n) n = 7 to 12 
ing to the first 
row of Ear) uz(n) n :::: 7 ,9 ,10 or 12 
SE" ux(n) n =1 to 12 
'(Modes -belong- uy(n) n = 7 , 9 , 10, or 12 
ing to the second 
row of Ell) uz(n) n = 7 to 12­
I 

Ir 

i 
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TABLE VII 
BASES FOR THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF POINT GROU~ D3h 
Representation Basis Vectors 
A' (i/ J24) -Vu (1)""!u (6) ) - (u (2) ..: U (5) ) 1 y y y y 

- 2(u (3)-u (4) ) + [3 r(u (1) + u (6) ) 
y y L z ' z 
- (uz (2) + uz (5) )] } 
c< = (1/ j24)1.[3 r(Uy(I) - U (6) ) + .(~ (2) - U (5) )]
2- ,~~ y y y 
- (u (1) + U (6) ) - (u (2) + U (5) ) 
z z z z 
+ 2(u (3) + u (4) )1
z z 
o<"!> =(t/ .(6~u (7) - ux(lO) + u (8) - ux(U) + u (9) - ~(12Jx x x 
~ = ~/[24) ~p'fUy (7) + U (11) ) - (u (9) + U (12) )] 4 ,t l y y y 
- [<U (7) + uZ(IO) ) - 2(u (8) + uz·(ll) ) Z z 
. + (u (9) + U (12) UJz z 
0( 1= (1/[6) t(u (1) - u (6) ) - (llx(2). - ~x(5) )x x 
+ (u (3) - u (4) ) 1x x 
c<;:' (1/ [z4j t.Uy(7) - uy(IO) - 2(u (8). - uy(ll) )y 
+ (U (9) - u (I2) ) + r{(U (7) - uz(~O) )y y z 
- (u (9.) - u (12) iJ } . 
z z 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
AI 2 01.. \ = (1/ ./24) ~(,\(l) - lly(6) ) + (1ly(2) - Uy(S») 
- 2(Q_(3) - u (4) ) +.[3 f(u (1) + u (6) ) 
y y ~ z. z 
+ (u (2) - uz(S) )] } . 
z
0( = (1/f24)~[(Uy(l) + uy (6) ) - (,\(2) + ,\(5) )1
l.. 
- (uz(l) - u (6) ) + (u (2) - uz (5») + 2(uz (3) - UJ4~z z 
0\ = (1/ %4) \(U (7) + u (10) ) - 2(u (8) + U (11) ) 
. :.3 t y y y y 
+ (u (9) + U 	 (12)) t. y y ­
+ .(3'Lu z(7) + uz(IO) - (u (9) + u {l2) l])z z
6 
0(1.... = (1/ j6) 	L ux(n) 

n=1 

12 

0(3 = (1/[b) L ux(n) 

n-=7 

1(4 = (1/J24)f% ~,\(7) - uy(lO) ) - (,\(9) - u (12) )Jy 
- QU (7) - uz(IO) ) - 2(u (8) - u (l1) ) z	 z z 
+ (uZ(9) - u (12) )] }z 
The first 
row of 
E' 
6 

0( = Q./[6') L U z (n) 
~ . 

n=.1 

c<.}= (1/(6) D~(l) - u (6) ) - (~(2) - u (5) ) y	 y 
+ (lly(3) - U (4) ) J y (To be continued) 
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Table VII (continued) 
The first row of 
E' (continued) 
-<It= (1/JTIi)iJ3(1ly(1) - Uy (6) + [(uz (2) + uz(S) ) 
- (u (3) + u (4) ) J}zz 
o{s = (1/ fTO) {{3(U (1) + u (6) ) +[Uy (2) - Uy(5)z z 
+ lly(3) - U (4)J}y 
12 
0(, = (1/ [6) 'L U (n) 
n=7 z 
0(,= (1/ JTh)113{~z(8) + uz{ll) ) . 
- [(1ly(7) + uy(lO) ) - (1ly(9) + ,\(12) ll} 
-<8 =1/}f2f (~(7) ~ ux(lO) ) - 2(1lx(8) - Ilx(ll) ) 
+ (u (9) - u (l2) ) Jx x 
The se'cond row 
of E' ~I = uy(O) 6. 
rt. = (1/ [6) 2- u (n)y
n=l 
r3 = (1/ IS) [(uz{l) - u (6) ) - (u (2) - u (5) ) 
z z z 
+ (u (3) - u (4).)J
z z
F+ = (1/ .(TO){ [3(~(1) - uz (6) ) - [(~(2) + uy (5) ) 
- '(~(3) + Uy~4) )J ~ 
. ~= (l/jiO)1{3(~(l) + lly(6» -[(U (2)'- u (5»z z 
+ (uz (3) - u (4) ) JJz 
, 12 
= (1/.[6) L u (n)y
n=7 
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~able VII (continued) 
The second row 
of E' (continued) 
. '7 = (1/Jlo){[3 (Uy (8) + uy(ll) ) : 
• + l{U (7) + uz{lO) ) - ( (u (9) + u (12) )]}z z z 
= (1/2) {(U (7) - ux(lO) ) - (~x(9) - u (I2) )}x x 
The first row 

of Elt 0(, = (1/2) l(ux(I) - u (6) ) +.(u (2) - u (5) )]

x x x 
t{L = (1/2) [(ux{I) - u (6) ) ...; (llx(3) - u (4))]x x 
-<3= (1/2) [(u (7) + ~(10) ) ~ (u (9) + llx(12) )]x x 
~'t = (1/16) [(~(7) - uy(IO) + .(Uy (8) - uy(ll) ) 
+ (uy (9) -, U (.I2) ) ] . Y
'-<.5 = (1/110) rp (u (8) - U (11) ) + (u (7) - U (10) )~ y y . z z 
- (u (9) - u (I2) ) Jz z 
The second row 

of E'~ 1(, = (1/2) [(u (1) + u (6) ) - (u (2) + u (5) )]
x x x x 
0\,. = (1/2) [(ux(I) + u~(6) ) - (ttx(3)" + u (4) )Jx 
c{3 = (1/ [f2) [(u (7) + ux(IO) ) - 2(ttx(8) + llx(ll) ) x 
+ (~x(9) + u (I2) ) Jx 
0(4 = (1/ JIO) [(lly(7) - u· (10) ) - (u (9) - U (12) ) 
. y y y 
- h(uz (8) -.uz(ll) )] 
~= (I/j6) [(U (7) - u (10)) + (u (8) - Uz(ll))' 
• 
z z z t 
I. 
.(, 
APPENDIX V' 
From Eq. (2. 1.20) we have obtained e~ght relations b,etween the 
elements of the pure lattice Green I s function matrix. They can be of 
use in carrying' out analytical calculations for the 8E.' modes. We list 
these relations in this appendix. For simplicity we have used the 
"I~J.-
notation 9 instead of . j,<& (t\ I rh.. eN7-) ;
"<.f'. 'f 
~ 00 J 
:::::: [ M W ~'7 - 1 J (AS .1) 
(AS.3) 
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(A5. 4) 

(AS.S) 
, (AS. 6) 
I 

I 

.! 
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(AS.7) 

(AS. 8) 

APPENDIX VI 
HCP CRYSTALS 
Elements which have hcp structure ,are listed below with the 
lattice constants a and c. Figure 5 indicates th.~ir position in the 
periodic table of elements. (Ref. J. C. Slater I Quantum Theory Q% 
Molecules and Solids I Volume 2 (McGraw Hill Book Company I New York I 
1965) I p. ·3~0. 
TABLE VIII 
Hcp Structures 
c: a ca 
0 
5!, 83 A 
4.83 
3.58 
5.21 
6.52 
5.26 
4.69 
4.43 
4.07 
4.33 
4.95 
7.06 
5~76 
5.25 
4.39 
4.28 
He 
Li 
Be 
Mg 
Ca 
Sc 
Ti 
Cr 
Co 
Ni 
Zn 
Sr 
Y 
Zr 
Tc 
Ru 
II' 
.3.57 A 
3.09 
2.29 
3.21 
3.98 
3.31 
.2.95 
2.72 
2.50 
2.65 
2.66 
4.32 
3.64 
3.23 
2.74 
2.70 
Cd 
La 
Ce 
Pr 
Nd 
Gd 
Tb 
Dy 
Ho 
Er 
Tm 
Lu 
Hf 
Re 
Os 
Tl 
'2.98 A 
3.75 
3.65' 
3.67 
3.66 
3.63. 
3.59 
3.59 . 
3.56 
3.56 
3.53 
3.52 
3.20 
2.76 
2.74 
3.46 
. 
5.62 A 
6.07 
5.96 
5.92 
5.90 
5.80 
5.67 
-5.65 
5.63 
5.60 
5.58 ! ' 5.57 
5.06 
4.46 
4.32 
5.53 
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Period 3 11 .~ 13 14 15 16 17 18 
K ~ ® aD V aD Mn Fc ®@ eu ~ Ga Ge As Se Br Kr Period 4 1-9 ~ 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 31 32 33 34 35 36 
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Figure 5. Positions of hcp structures in the periodic table of elements (indicated by circles). 
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